LFB Solutions, Inc
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Coldwater, MI 49036
517-812-2483
260-312-2918

Earn an Extra $48.80/acre this Year!

All we hear is higher fertilizer, higher fuel, and tighter margins. Then this guy
starts out by saying, “Earn as much as $48.80/ acre more profit!”

You probably think I’m nuts.
Over the past 15 years, I have been involved in a lot of research plots, planting
100’s of replications of different “starter fertilizers”. I can tell you that most “starter”
fertilizers don’t pay. That isn’t to say that the fertilizer wasn’t a good idea. It just didn’t
pay to take the time to run it through your planter!
Some of the better “seed-placed starter fertilizers” at 5 gallons/acre on the seed,
out-yield 15 gallons of 10-34-0 placed beside the row 2” x 2”. In a year of even tighter
margins, picking up efficiencies where you can, makes sense.

Not all “seed-placed” starters are the same. Fully 75%
of the seed-placed starters on the market don’t pay their way, and should not be on your
farm. Some have a hard time yielding better than using no starter at all! One rule for you
to remember: Low salt is no guarantee of seed safety. It is only the first step. If you are
using an analysis for seed-placement, and it has potash in it, the nitrogen number in it
should not exceed “7”. If it exceeds “7” and you are planting on light soils, you have an
accident waiting to happen.
Just before Christmas, I received the results of our replicated trials conducted by a
major mid-western University. They had compared our “LFB Solutions 6-24-6 TMG”
to the 6-24-6 of the major manufacturer/ marketer of premium fertilizer starters. In the
40 replications, or plots if you will, the University found the “LFB Solutions 6-24-6
TMG” to be superior to the other supplier’s 6-24-6 product. The LFB Solutions product
was superior by an average yield of 3.6 bushels per acre over the 40 trial study.
In our 2004 trials we had seen a winning percentage of 78%, against the same
competitor, over 3 locations and 9 replications. The average difference in yield was 7.0
BPA in favor of the LFB Solutions product.
If you are farming to make money, or at least are looking for ways to survive the
tighter margins, LFB Solutions, Inc. should be part of your fertility program!
We at LFB Solutions, Inc. knew after 13 years of research that we were bringing
a superior product to market compared to the leading companies. I feel the 2 years of
data presented above bear that out! Our product doesn’t have to be sold for an outlandish
price; a fair price is good enough.

3 year study.

One, of the Agricultural Universities we have worked with,
did a 3 year study on corn using some new techniques, and methods. They were able to
average a yield gain of 24.4 bushels per acre! At $2.00 corn, that’s $48.80/ acre. For
some of you, their methods needn’t cost you more money! To get your free report on how
this was done, see the end of the letter.

When was the last time someone brought an innovative, wellresearched idea to you for your consideration? When was the last time someone brought
you a well-researched idea that could make you almost another $50/acre after
expenses? If you don’t do something different this year, where will you be next year?
These are just a few of the things LFB Solutions, Inc. brings to the market to
improve your bottom line. We have done the work, or we have worked with other
researchers in order to generate the data. We know how to get the results for you,
because our ideas and suggestions have been tried and revised in cooperation with the
growers who have worked with us over the past 15 years.
Our 6-24-6 TMG is at the top of the market performance-wise. We have been,
and are continuing to be at the edge of new research to improve your bottom-line.

Don’t you think it’s time to give LFB Solutions a
place on you farm?

Bill Moyer, CPC, Director
LFB Solutions, Inc.
517-812-2483

P.S.
To claim your free

report “How to earn an extra $48.40/acre
raising corn this year.” Write to:
LFB Solutions, Inc.
578 N. Union City Rd
Coldwater, MI 49036

